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URBAN FURNITURE 
COLLECTION

DESIGN - QUALITY - INNOVATION
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Outdoor and contract 
furniture solutions.
A long journey, in continuous research 
starting from deep roots, from an 
experience handed on from father to 
son from four generations since 1920.  
Altek offers elements of inspiration, 
technical development, business 
cooperation and also contributes 
financially to the innovation, promoted 
by professionals, especially if projects 
are aimed at ethical and social 
purposes or particularly innovative 
research.

URBAN FURNITURE
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We collaborate with designers and 
architects looking for products with a simple 
and functional design and realize them using 
the high new technology and giving special 
attention to the choice of materials, aesthetics 
and versatility, recyclable and green,  
for the choice to give special attention 
to the global environment.

THE PURPOSE

KNOW-HOW
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GARDA

Garda bench collection is a sleek modular bench system 100% recyclable in anodized aluminium. 
The collection includes a matching planter which can be placed on either side o the seat. Is based 
around a range of interchangeable components that offer the best choice of style, materials, size 
and feature, functional and also aesthetic benefits.

Antonio Larosa
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With the option of biodegradable and legally sourced timber slats or composite wood-look 
slats. To realizes them we use: Resysta technology. Products made of Resysta have the look 
and feel of natural tropical wood. Due to the numerous possibilities of processing a wide 
variety of products can be produced. By a wide variety of different manufacturing processes, 
products are created that exceed wood or WPC (Wood-Plastic-Composite). As it is 100% 
recyclable and has a wide variety of colors it complies with all demands of modern material.

approx. 60% rice husks + approx. 22% rock salt + approx. 18% mineral oil 

=WHY WE HAVE CHOSEN RESYSTA: 

✓✓  Durably water and weather resistant (no swell and can be installed in water)

✓ ✓ Resistant against salt and chlorinated-water

✓ ✓ Durably UV-resistant (no fading)

✓ ✓ Skid-resistant (ideal for pool decks and terraces)

✓ ✓ No cracks and splinters (no more splintering)

✓ ✓ Resistant against fungal and mould decay

✓ ✓ Resistant against termites and other parasites

✓ ✓ Products partially fulfil very high fire classes (IMO certification)

✓ ✓ Sustainable and recyclable
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Comfortable & Vandal-proof The Garda bench system is designed to permanently enhance the 
elegance of both public and private areas. Garda provides both traditional and modern looks in 
any environment. Constructed for OUTDOOR use while suitable for INDOOR settings too.
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DOLMEN

Street furniture collection designed to withstand the most extreme conditions, yet refined enough to fit elegantly into 
corporate or institutional interior spaces (universities, museums, airport terminals, etc.). The virtually indestructible 
sintered stone combined with stainless steel gives it a timeless character. Its visual and technical characteristics 
make it a high-end, durable, environmentally friendly product, resistant to stains, bacteria, abrasion, impact, 
vandalism, extreme cold and heat, acids, solvents, alkalis and water.

DOLMEN consists of three elements: the bench with corner legs and the cantilevered bench (allowing for long 
spans), the bike rack and the pod seating.

Topo Design
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In addition to the long-span bench series and bike rack, the DOLMEN collection includes an 
individual outdoor pod seating. Equipped or not with an indirect LED lighting system, this "urban 
pouf" fits into public spaces in a variety of ways and can also serve as a safety bollard in 
pedestrian areas. Made of stainless steel with a sintered stone top, the DOLMEN POD has the 
same high resistance characteristics as the other elements of the collection.

Dolmen Pod
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Lapitec® reinterprets the magic of nature, creating a 100% natural and one-of-a-kind material 
from simple grains of mineral powder: perfect, elegant and highly resistant: innovative, natural, pure.  
Does not include any resin or oil derivatives and nor does it have any digital prints on its surface 
and does not release any substance into the environment where it is installed. The product life 
cycle is reversible, meaning that the material may potentially be destroyed and turned back into 
powder - back into a raw material - able to be reused again in the production process.

UV STABLE
Colour 
unaffected 
by sunlight

SCRATCH 
RESISTANT
Highly resistant 
to abrasions and 
scratches

CHEMICAL 
RESISTANT
Unaffected by alkaline 
or acid products

EASY TO CLEAN
Non porous and 
stain resistant

FROST 
RESISTANT
Resistant to low 
temperatures

GREEN
Not printed and 100% 
natural

HEAT RESISTANT
Resistant to high 
temperatures

HYGIENIC
Inhospitable to fungi 
and bacteria

Lapitec® becomes one with the environment that we live in every day. 
It pays tribute to nature. It is made of nature. Starting from its essence: 

the minerals it is made from.
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1.  Up to 10 bicycles can be parked

2.  It is easier to clean under the bicycle rack to have a more well-kept place 

to park the bike and avoid the accumulation of leaves blown by the wind and waste

3.  Does not require too much physical effort to park the bike

4.  Designed to offer lasting support for the bicycle

5.  Can be powder coated in a range of colour finishes depending on your needs

6.  Easy fixing to the ground with only two pre-drilled base plates

7.  Sustainable product because is made with steel and can be recyclable

8.  For public spaces

9.  Weather resistant because it undergoes a galvanizing treatment

10. With an original design and high-performance 

Dolmen bike rack
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LEAFY

The sides and seat of the bench are characterised by leaf silhouettes that evoke a fluctuating pattern, thus 
generating a dynamic motion. Designed therefore to create a constant and synergetic dialogue with the surrounding 
landscape, capable of reproducing the patterns and colors of nature. Leafy bench... inspired by nature and the 
wind. Metal bench without back with zinc treatment for outdoor use and then painted in several colors. 

Antonio Larosa
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BIRDY

Metal structure with zinc treatment for outdoor use and then painted. Seat with slats in Resysta material in several 
finishes. Resysta is a natural fiber compound that is weather and water-resistant and 100% recyclable. Available 
with open or closed sides.

Antonio Larosa
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SOLE

Bench with or without back made in metal with special zinc treatment for outdoor use and then powder coated 
in any RAL color - The seat is with slats made in Resysta composite material available in several finishes.

Altek Italia Design Lab
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PAK

Aluminum structure, very strong made purposely for the contract market. Available with bolt-down system or 
freestanding. Frame Finish: aluminum powder coated frame or painted in other RAL colors – Seat with slats in 
Resysta composite “wood-look”, available in several finishes and in Lapitec material, available in various colors.

Antonio Larosa
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Finishes



Structure

Polyester powder coat 
PEARL GREY

Polyester powder coat 
DOVE

Polyester powder coat 
COFFEE

Polyester powder coat 
RUST

Polyester powder coat 
PINK

Polyester powder coat 
TERRACOTTA

Polyester powder coat 
3002

Polyester powder coat 
OCRA YELLOW RAL 1024

Polyester powder coat 
OLIVE GREEN RAL 6021

Polyester powder coat 
LIGHT GREY RAL 7035

Polyester powder coat 
AZURE BLUE RAL 5009

Polyester powder coat 
WHITE RAL 9003

Polyester powder coat 
BLACK RAL 9005

Polyester powder coat 
ALUMINIUM RAL 9006

Polyester powder coat 
TITANIUM RAL 7048

Polyester powder coat 
ANTHRACITE RAL 7026

Anodized
ALUMINIUM

Other structure finishes

LAPITEC®

BIANCO ASSOLUTO ARTICO BIANCO POLARE

BIANCO CREMA AVANA MOCA

EBANO GRIGIO CEMENTO GRIGIO PIOMBO

NERO ANTRACITE NERO ASSOLUTO



BURMA C-08 SIAM C-14 AGED TEAK C-23

JAVA C-24 TOAST C-51

RESYSTA® 
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Dolmen

Product dimensions:

Height:
Width:
Lenght:

460 mm
500 mm

2060-2300-
2540-2780-

3020-3260 mm

DOLMEN bench 2 legs

Product dimensions:

Height:
Width:
Length:

460 mm
500 mm

   1580 -1820-
2060-2300 mm

DOLMEN bench 4 legs

Product dimensions:

Height:
Length:
Width: 

440 mm
600 mm
600 mm

DOLMEN pod

Product dimensions:

Height:
Width:
Lenght:

880 mm
820 mm

3000 mm

DOLMEN bike rack



Garda

Product dimensions:

Height:
Total height: 
Length:
Overall width:
Width: 
Seat width:

420 mm
700 mm

1520 mm
760 mm
740 mm
500 mm

GARDA bench with back

Product dimensions:

Height:
Bottom length:
Overall length:
Width: 

420 mm
1500 mm
1520 mm
760 mm

GARDA bench without back

Product dimensions:

Height:
Length:
Width: 

420 mm
765 mm
765 mm

GARDA flower pot

Leafy

Product dimensions:

Height:
Overall length:
Width: 

490 mm
1810 mm
605 mm

LEAFY bench



Birdy

Product dimensions:

Height:
Width: 
Overall lenght:

865 mm
510 mm

1810 mm

BIRDY bench with open sides

Product dimensions:

Height:
Width: 
Overall lenght:

865 mm
510 mm

1810 mm

BIRDY bench with closed sides

Sole

Product dimensions:

Height:
Seat height:
Width: 
Overall lenght:

800 mm
450 mm
620 mm

1600 mm

SOLE bench with back

Product dimensions:

Height:
Seat height:
Width: 
Overall lenght:

450 mm
450 mm
550 mm

1600 mm

SOLE bench without back



Pak

Product dimensions:

Seat height:
Width: 
Lenght:

450 mm
500 mm

1800 mm

PAK bench with handle



ALTEK ITALIA DESIGN
Via Vegri 40, 
36010 Zanè (VI) - Italy
tel. (+39) 0445 316500

info@altekitaliadesign.it      
www.altekitaliadesign.it
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